Photography
Create your tomorrow
Creative Capture Short Course

Enrol Now
Talented teachers
Great outcomes
LEARN TO ‘SHOOT LIKE A PRO’

Are you an aspiring photographer? Do you love taking photos whether they be travel, landscape, events, architecture, people? Dreaming of a career change or simply love the thrill of the ‘shoot’ and want great results!

Whatever the reason our unique part time courses are for you!

You learn the secrets of the pro’s and how to start expressing your own style and direction..

ENROL NOW IN OUR CREATIVE CAPTURE SHORT COURSE

We’re centred on you and your photography. That’s why we run face to face classes to immerse you in the whole photographic experience. It’s fun, at times challenging and can be life changing!

You learn to see differently, compose and frame in more creative ways, have a 'point of view', understand your camera, what makes your photos work and explore professional technique. You’ll learn how to make your photos stand out from the crowd.

We believe this is the start of making great photographers!

“I’m amazed at how much I’ve already improved.... Not only have I learned so many technical skills, I can see my personal style growing and my creative side flourish.”

Cassidy Chappell
Part time student

CREATE YOUR TOMORROW

PROFESSIONAL FACILITIES

Experience our expert teachers, the latest professional techniques and second to none specialised facilities.

Our environment and courses are progressive and contemporary and we are often the first choice for many when looking for a specialised, creative and professionally focused learning experience.

Come along and be inspired!

Our students get fabulous results and our professional courses are the reason why!

Connect with us on Facebook, Twitter and Youtube

#pscmelbourne

psc.edu.au

Each area of study or unit you successfully complete contributes to the accredited Advanced Diploma of Photography Course.
“When I started at PSC the photos I was producing were never what I had in mind. Now I have the technical and creative skills to produce the images I want.”

Odette Maillard
Part time student

PART TIME CREATIVE CAPTURE SHORT COURSE
YOU’LL LEARN

CREATIVE CAMERA AND CAPTURE
20 sessions (3 hrs)
Be inspired, gain feedback, explore light, camera craft, exposure, professional workflow and technique. Investigate photographic genres, use a camera creatively and work in a digital imaging environment.

This short course provides a direct credit into the Creative Photography Certificate and Pro Certificate courses giving you the opportunity to continue your study and further develop your photography.

GET STARTED ENROL NOW

Don’t miss out – secure your place for the next Creative Capture Short Course
Contact us now to arrange your enrolment

*Awarded by the Australian photography industry for 4th consecutive year – AIPP Australian Tertiary Institution of the Year
We’ve made it simple – upon successful completion of your Creative Capture Short Course you can continue on to complete your Creative Photography Certificate or Pro Certificate.